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Abstract: We study the continuum scaling limit of some statistical mechanical models
defined by convex Hamiltonians which are gradient perturbations of a massless free
field. By proving a central limit theorem for these models, we show that their long
distance behavior is identical to a new (homogenized) continuum massless free field.
We shall also obtain some new bounds on the 2-point correlation functions of these
models.
1. Introduction and Statement of the Main Results
In this article, we study the long distance behavior of (lattice) statistical mechanical
models defined by convex Hamiltonians H(ip) which are gradient perturbations of a
massless free Gaussian. Under certain assumptions (see (H-l) and (H-2) below), we
shall prove a central limit theorem for these models and show that their behavior
at long distances is governed by suitable continuum massless Gaussians. The main
idea is that these statistical mechanical models can be expressed (following Helffer
and Sjostrand [8, 12]) in terms of an infinite dimensional elliptic PDE. We develop a
suitable extension of homogenization for this elliptic equation which will then yield
the desired central limit theorem. Along the way, we will obtain new estimates which
are pointwise versions of the Brascamp-Lieb inequalities [1]. When the Hamiltonian
is a "small" perturbation of a massless free field, using the renormalization group
analysis and multi-scale expansions, these models have been studied in [4, 10] and
more recently in [2]. Their methods, when applicable, give more detailed information
than our methods. However, our methods do not require the Hamiltonian to be a
"small" perturbation of a massless free field.
In this introduction, we first define the model and then we state the main results.
Then the notations for the rest of paper are introduced. A brief sketch of the proofs
and organization of the rest of paper conclude the introduction.
1.1. The model. At each point x of the lattice Z d , there is a real random variable
(p(x) and we consider the following Hamiltonian H^9 A = A(L) c Z d a cube of side
* Present address: Department of Mathematics, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.
V6T 1Z2, Canada
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L centered at the origin:

and V G C2(W) is an even function, m in the Hamiltonian will be referred to as
the mass and the second term is called the mass term. The superscript A indicates
Dirichlet or periodic boundary conditions. In this article, the particular choice of
boundary conditions will become unimportant as A | oo. We denote by d/x^(y?) the
induced probability measure and for any allowed functional F((p), we use either of
the following symbols to represent its expectation:

J FQp)exP{-H
where

is the partition function (in volume A) and
def

&A¥> =*
xGil

Note that when V(z) = ^z 2 , ifm is a free field Hamiltonian of mass m.
We restrict the class of Hamiltonians by imposing the following lower bound on
their Hessians as quadratic forms (ra > 0):

Hess Hi dl=f- [ f ffi 1 > (-«4 + m2),

(H-l)

for some 6 > 0, independent of A Let us denote the variance of a functional g by
Varg:

and let

We shall frequently use the following inequalities.
Theorem (Brascamp-Lieb Inequalities).
(a) For any Cl functional g((p),

W
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For a proof, see [1] (see also Remark 6 below).
We can define an infinite volume massless (i.e. ra = 0) probability measure /j,(<p)
through the following procedure1:
/ e c*/) \ = f e c * / ) d (i } « •
\
/ J
WJ

/ cvK/) \ dlf' lim lim ( cC(*f) ) A .
/m
Irn
miQ\
mi0ylToo\

lim

(1.1)
^ >

Note that by part (b) of Brascamp-Lieb inequalities (hereafter B-L), the right-hand
side of this equation remains bounded a s m j O whenever / is compactly supported
(and has average zero in d = 1,2). The uniqueness of limit is established in [13]. Note
that in d = 1,2, the condition that / has to have zero average means that the class
of allowed functionals is restricted to those which only depend on the difference of
fields at different points of space.
One can also use B-L inequalities to prove the ergodicity of the infinite volume probability measure constructed above. This holds independent of the boundary
conditions.
To probe the long distance behavior of massless models, we introduce the slowly
varying scaled field

= £ cp(x)fe(x) ^ ed'2+l ] T <p(x)f(ex), f € C§°md),

e > 0.

If / is an approximation to the characteristic function of a unit box, then v?(/e) will
be the sum of Ld {L ~ l/e) random variables <p(x) divided by the scaling factor
£d/2+i jf {<p(x)} is a family of independent (or even weakly dependent) random
variables, the correct scaling for having a central limit theorem (CLT) will be L~ d / 2
but in the massless models, the field variables are strongly dependent and we require
a stronger scaling, namely the factor L" 1 "^/ 2 , to obtain a non-trivial CLT. However,
the family of random variables {Vip(x)} only needs the standard scaling L~d/2.
Although in d = 1 these gradient random variables are independent, this is no longer
true in d > 1 where even at large separations, gradient fields are correlated and the
correlation functions are not absolutely summable but are bounded as quadratic forms
and allows the standard scaling.
Define Vi/(x) =' f(x + e*) - f(x) and let V* denote its adjoint with respect
to the standard inner product of £2(Zd) (see Sect. 1.2 for more details). To cover all
dimensions in a uniform way, and according to the above argument, we choose to
study the gradient of fields and for / € Cg°(Rd) and an arbitrary integer
£,\<£<d,
we introduce
e (x),

fe(x) ™' edl2j(ex\

(1.2)

Our main results are stated in Theorems A, B and C below. In addition to (H-l), let
Hess Hm=o < C

1

for some positive constant C.

By A | oo, we mean that the size of box A approaches oo.

(H-2)
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Theorem A. Fix £ e { 1 , . . . , d}. Then under hypotheses (H-l) and (H-2), the continuum scaling limit of the above models with m = 0 is a continuum massless free
field. In other words, there exists a constant positive definite matrix q such that for all
d

where

8

d

and <^(V|/ e ) is defined in (1.2).
Remark 1. The RHS of Eq.(1.3) is the generating function of the continuum Gaussian
probability measure with covariance Q.
Remark 2. It follows easily from our proof that if the model is (statistically) rotational
invariant under lattice rotations, the continuum limit will have the full rotational
invariance, that is q will be a multiple of the identity.
Remark 3. For m = 0, all these models enjoy the formal continuous symmetry H(<p) =
H((p + const.). In the presence of the mass term, this formal symmetry will be broken
and the scaling limit will be a white noise Gaussian. In this case, the appropriate
scaling is different from the one given above. For massive FKG models, a result
due to Newman [11] proves the convergence to white noise. Note that in the nearest
neighbor case, our conditions are sufficient to imply the FKG property.
Theorem B. Letm>

0. Then there is a constant m' > 0 such that

\(ip(x)<p(y)}m\ < Ce"™'11*-3'11,

for some C > 0.

Here (• ) m denotes the expectation with respect to the infinite volume massive probability measure (with mass m)t defined in (1.1).
For the massless model, we prove

Theorem C. Letm = 0. Then for the above models in d > 2, we have the following
estimate:
\(v(xyp(y))\ <C\\x- y|| 2 - d , for some C> 0.
Remark 4. We can relax the nearest neighbor restriction on the Hamiltonian. For any
finite range interaction, Theorems A, B and C hold. See Sect. 4 for more details.
Remark 5. Theorems B and C will be proved separately from Theorem A. For simplicity, Theorem C has been used to prove Theorem A in d > 2, however that could
be also avoided (see the proof of Theorem A in d = 2).
1.2. Notations. We shall always denote by d the dimension of space. 7Ld is the ddimensional integral lattice and by Zd, we mean the set
{(xi,...,Xd) : Xj/e € Z,i = l , . . . , d } .
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We always think of 7Lde as imbedded in Rd with coordinates which are integer multiples
of £, with respect to a Cartesian system defined by the unit vectors {e* : i = 1 , . . . , d}.
For any x G Rd9 \\x\\ will denote the Euclidean length of x.
For a real (or complex) valued function f(x) on Md, and i = 1 , . . . , d, define

Note that V e * is the adjoint of V e with respect to the standard inner product of
e2(Zd). When e = 1, we shall drop the superscript e. The discrete Laplacian (on 7Ld)
will be denoted by A
Using the above notation, our (formal) Hamiltonian can be rewritten as
d

Let /i be the infinite volume translation invariant massless ergodic probability
measure which was constructed in Eq.(l.l). We denote the expectation of a functional
u w.r.t. this measure by any of the following notations:
}.

(1.5)

Let L2(/x) be the Hilbert space with inner product ( u , v)^ =' (uv). For a smooth
functional u(ip), we define

Note that 3* is the (formal) adjoint of d with respect to the inner product:

We define:

-A,

*

For the entries of Hessian, we use the following short notation:
TTII def.

o2

rr

_

We put,

and as a rule, we drop the superscript e whenever e = 1.
To simplify the notations, we shall use
,

, def.
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Then a simple calculation shows that H" is a finite difference elliptic operator:
d

(H"u)(x,<p) = YlHxyu^^

= J2V*i(ai(x^)VMx,ip)).

(1.6)

i=l

y

Hypotheses (H-l) and (H-2) are then equivalent to
0<a^1 <ai(x,ip)<a0,

(1.7)

for some constant ao > 0, uniformly in ip and x.
Finally we warn the reader that the constants which will appear in different places
are not necessarily equal, although we might use the same symbol for them.
1.3. Sketch of proofs. To prove our main results, we will use a representation which
was originally introduced by Helffer and Sjostrand [8,12], in a somewhat different but
related context. Fix t £ { 1 , . . . , d} and / € C^°(Md). We seek a solution v£(y, y>), V £
7Ld, to the following PDE:
(1.8)
in the space of gradient functionals, i.e. we assume dyv£(x, <p) = dxv£(y, <p). By taking
another derivative dx of the above PDE, and using this property, together with the
observation that the commutator

we obtain:

Therefore ve satisfies the following PDE:
d
7

V

\

d

-'_ A

hence,
ve =

(1.9)
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Using (1.8), we can express the pair correlation functions of if fields in terms of v:

where ( , ) denotes the standard inner product of
( )
To prove Theorem A, we will show that ( V J / e , 3S~xV*tfe) -> const, in L2(/z);
more precisely
(

2

)

0

aS£|0,

(1.11)

where Qf d= (V*ef£ , Q V J / e ) and

for the constant positive definite matrix q given by
def. -.

/

/r

T

Proof (of Theorem At assuming (1.11)). Put

By the Brascamp-Lieb inequality, for any given / there is a constant C > 0, independent of s such that

The constant C can be chosen independent of t for t in any compact set. A straightforward calculation shows that
dGe(t)

E »«<*' ^>v2/£(z) - Qf

Therefore

where Ae(t) = o(l) as e | 0, by (1.11). Theorem A then follows upon integrating the
last equality and then letting e j 0. D
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Remark 6. Following Helffer [7], the proof of B-L inequalities is a straightforward
application of the above representation. To see this, consider g(ip) £ Cl n L2(fi) and
let Ylx ®xv(%i <£) = 9 — (9)» or equivalently v = 2%~l(dg). Then a similar calculation
to the one which yielded Eq.(l.lO) gives

where the last inequality follows since - A*> > 0. This proves part (a) of B-L inequalities. Part (b) follows easily from part (a).
Remark 7. Instead of having an I? convergence in (1.11), any IP, p > 1 convergence
would be sufficient. This might be useful if one wants to relax the hypothesis (H-2).
The proof of (1.11) relies on homogenization. To see that, we first rescale as follows:

;) = ed £

ue(x,<p)V?f(x)

where u£(x, (p)d=* el~d^2v£(x/£, <p), x e Zd, satisfies
-1
il

(1.12)
If the first part of the above operator was absent, this equation could be viewed as
a standard elliptic homogenization problem [15] (where a,i(x/e, (p) would play the
role of the uniformly elliptic coefficients of an elliptic PDE, corresponding to the
realization tp of the random media). In Sect. 3 we show that suitable modifications
of the standard techniques apply even in the presence of the first part of the operator
and we obtain (1.11).
According to the above considerations, to obtain pointwise estimates on the two
point functions, it suffices to obtain pointwise bounds on the kernel of 3§~l (or
{S§ + m 2 )" 1 , for the massive case). Since 3§ + m2 > m 2 , we can simply apply the
Combes-Thomas' trick of conjugation and analytic continuation to prove Theorem
B. This proof is quite straightforward and mainly uses the fact that <3f + m 2 , for
m > 0 is positive definite, therefore the result can be extended to a wider class of
Hamiltonians. See Sect. 2.2.1 for details.
On the other hand, the massless case (m = 0) is not as easy as the massive (m > 0)
case and uses the specific structure of the Hamiltonian. If we only had the second
part of the operator S§, then the desired bounds would be a simple application of the
Aronson estimates [3], which gives the following upper bound
r(x,x';t,0)

< Cfd

on the fundamental solution F of the problem

du(x,t) =
dt

yv*u
*r!
2=1

%
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where
0 < a,Ql < biix.t) < OQ.
In the proof of Theorem C, we use the semi-group representation for the solution
v of (1.9). Upon trotterizing the corresponding semigroup, we observe that we are
still able to use the Aronson upper bounds to get the desired estimate. Details are
given in Sect. 2.2.2.
Note that Theorem B can be also proved by the same techniques as will be used
in the proof of Theorem C.
1.4. Organization. In Sect. 2, we mainly study Eqs.(1.8) and (1.9). After introducing
the proper spaces and norms, we solve the second order PDE of (1.9) and then we
show that its solution also satisfies (1.8). In the rest of that section we prove Theorems
B and C. Section 3 is devoted to the homogenization of the solution of (1.12). We
shall see that the proof of homogenization follows from [15, 9] and relies mainly on
Hilbert space methods and ergodicity. In Sect. 4, we will see that these results can
be easily extended to long but finite range interactions. Finally, in the Appendix, we
have collected some £P estimates which are used in Sect. 3.

2. Helffer-Sjostrand Representation and Proofs of Theorems B and C
In this section, we study the Hellfer-Sjostrand representation and related PDE's that
will form the bases of our analysis. In Sect. 2.1, we give a rather careful definition of
the relevant PDE's and the spaces in which we seek for solutions of them. We shall
first show that Eq.(1.9), or equivalently Eq.(1.12) has a unique solution in the appropriate spaces. Then we verify that the solution of Eq.(1.9) satisfies Eq.(1.8) in the
suitable sense (see Proposition 2.1). Finally in Sect. 2.2, we obtain some new bounds
on the decay of two point functions, for both massive and massless models. These
can be considered as pointwise extensions of the (form-wise) classical Brascamp-Lieb
inequalities.
2.7. Some related PDE's and the Helffer-Sjostrand representation. We first define the
Hilbert space S@1(JJL) as the completion of the smooth local functional under the
inner product

(u(ip), v(p) )mx ^ (u, v ) + Y]
] (dxu((f), dxv(ip)) .
fJL

x

When there is no danger of confusion, we will use the following shorthand:
(Ou, dv )M ^ ] T (d xU (ip), dxv(<P) V
x
d

x

We also define the space C§i3L e,S%S ) of compactly supported 3@x(\i)~valued functionals.
For anyw,vG C o (^,3& 1 <JJL)\ define the inner product

i-\
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Completion of Co(Zg, £@1(/J,)) with respect to this inner product will be denoted by

i2P)
i2

For fixed f(x) € C£°(Md), e > 0 and £ G { 1 , . . . , d } , consider the following
problem:
e

(& u)(x,

d
-1
ip) = - ^ Z ^ ( z , tp) + £ V f a f (z, ^)Vfii(x, V ) = V?*/(x),
d

(2.1)

for x G Zf, where a\(x, </?) =* di(x/e, <p) satisfies (1.7).
We say u £ J)^(Z^,/i) is a (weak) solution to this problem if for every v e
)i(Zf,^), we have
(2.2)

The main tool to treat this type of PDE's is the Lax-Milgram theorem, which requires
that the associated bilinear form be bounded and coercive (see [5]). Verifying these
two conditions is straightforward and uses (1.7).
As we saw in the Introduction, the homogenization will be applied to the solution
of the second order equation (2.1), while the statistical mechanical conclusions will
be drawn using the solution of the first order equation (1.8). The next proposition
identifies these two solutions. Let

<W ** I all smooth local w(<p) s.t. £ < \a£yVKtp)\2 > + £ < \dxw(<p)\2 ) +
x

x,y

I

( \w((p)\2 ) < oo, ( w ) = 0 > .
Proposition 2.1. Let tie®1 be the unique solution to (2.2), with e=l.
w £ W, W defined in (2.3), we have

(2.3)

Then for any

X

(7Ldd, /x) be the unique weak solution to the PDE
Proof Put e = 1. Let u e &(7L

Assume that for all x, y e Z d , u is of gradient type, i.e.
( v , dxu(y,if))/i

= ( v , dyu(x,<p))^

\/v£ L2(fi).

Then, using this equality, the commutation relation and the definition of u,

= 0.

(A)
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Proposition will follow if we show that the subspace
]d*v(x,(p) : v(x,(p)e&

\

is dense in (W. To prove this, assume that 3w £ <W such that for all v £ 9^,
= 0.
On the other hand, for w £ <W, v(x,(p) = dxw(ip) £ 2) 1 , therefore we can put
v(x, if) = dxw(ip) in the above equations to obtain

which shows that w =const, but the only constant in (W is the zero vector so w = 0.
This proves that ^ is dense in (W.
Next we justify the assumption (A). Let
= {u e CQ(7Ld,3%x) : u satisfies (A) } .

d

Then one can easily see that S§ leaves Cf^ invariant. If we solve SZu = Vf * /
in the completion of this space (which is a subspace of S)1), we will obtain a unique
solution in this space. Note that V J / € C^{Zd,S^1)
since V*ef(x) = dxw(V*tf).
The earlier considerations about the existence and uniqueness of the solution in the
larger space S)1 and the invariance of C^6 under S% imply that these two solutions
should agree and this justifies the assumption (A) and finishes the proof. D
Remark 8. Equation (2.4) can be extended to be valid for w £ <W+ const., since

( const., ] T d*u(x, ip) - <pCV}f) ] = 0.
2.2. Some new pointwise bounds on the 2-point functions. In the first part of this
section, we will consider the massive models, i.e. m > 0. Bounds on the decay of
massless models will be obtained in the second part. These bounds are the pointwise
extensions of the Brascamp-Lieb inequalities and are comparable to the bounds that
one can obtain for the pure Gaussian models.
2.2.1. Massive models. For a fixed m > 0, consider the operator
d

defined on ^ 2 (Z d ;^ ?1 (/x)) . Note that as a quadratic form, 3S > m2 (see Remark 9
below). For any p e Md, define the operator Tp of multiplication by exp(ipx), x e 7Ld
on this space. Tp is a unitary operator with respect to the inner product
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(u, v) ='
with inverse T~l = T_ p . Finally define the operator:

Since Tp commutes with -A^, it is easy to check that for small |p|, p £ C d , SZP is
still positive definite and hence invertible.
Theorem B. There is a constant m! = ra'(ao, m, d) > 0
(Vixypiy)) < C c " m ' | 8 " y | 1 ,

for some C > 0.

Proo/ The above considerations show that (T~l3fTp)~l
= ^ " ^ " ^ p , which was
originally defined for p e Md, has an analytic continuation into the disk |p| < po of
the complex plane. Therefore we can choose m! = m'Coo, m, d) such that

uniformly in y? and ip!. D
Remark 9. The same argument, and hence result, holds if instead of having an m > 0
explicitly in J2?, we assume that 5S > m 2 ; after all that is the only hypothesis we
have used.
2.2.2. Massless models. We shall obtain a power law decay for the kernel
where
d

where a^ satisfy (1.7). Proof of Theorem C will then be a simple application of this
result.
We start with the semigroup generated by this non-negative (self-adjoint) operator2.
Since each of the two parts of 3$ i s non-negative, we have the following Trotter product representation for this semigroup:
e"^=

lim
n—>oo

The above convergence takes place in the strong operator topology. Put

and define the following kernels:

kt{x,y\ip)
2

*='

The non-negative quadratic form induced by 2% on X)1 gives a self-adjoint extension of *2f which we
will again denote by 3$.
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Therefore the kernel of 4 n ) can be written as

, y; tprf) =

£
x n _i,...,

kt/n(x, xn-u<pn-1)'-

St/n(<Pl, ip)kt/n(xi, y; <

For fixed y>,y? 1 ,..., (pn~\ip, let

uin\t, x) ™Then it is clear that for fixed n and t, u (n) (t, x) is the solution at time s = t of the
following problem:

where
6^n)(x, 5) *=' ai(x, cpk)

for

(A; - 1 ) - <s<k-,
k = 1 , . . . , n.
n
n
Back to Eq.(2.5), we know that its solution has the following representation at
time t:
where r(n\t,s;x,y)
is the fundamental solution corresponding to Eq.(2.5), with the
initial condition f(x) = 6xy. Since 6f(x,t) is bounded from above and below (uniformly in n, x and 0, Aronson's estimate [3] implies the existence of a constant
C(which only depends on dimension d and the ellipticity constant ao) such that

which, in turn, gives us the following bound:

uniformly in </?'s.
Since the operator e x p { £ ^ } preserves positivity, and hence its kernel
St(<P, VO is nonnegative, we can estimate the kernel of i j n ) through the above estimate. Putting St/ n 's together, we obtain:

Since

(Vix)v(y) > = j 2Z~\x, y; <
Theorem C follows by integrating out £ in the above estimate and then letting n —• oo.
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3. Homogenization and the Proof of Theorem A
In this section, we shall extend the standard techniques of homogenization (see [15,
9, 6]) to the elliptic PDE (1.12) to prove Theorem A. Throughout this section, we
will use the massless probability measure constructed in (1.1). Since the whole proof
is rather lengthy, we will break it into two steps which we will describe here briefly.
Step 1. This step is the heart of the proof of Theorem A. Fix A > 0; £ G { 1 , . . . , d}
and / € C£°(IRd), and consider the following PDE:
xeZ*.

(3.1)

Let w\ (x) satisfies

The key step is to show that the constant positive definite matrix q can be
chosen so that \\u\ — w£x\\£ —> 0 as s I 0 (see Theorem 3.1). We construct the
constant effective diffusion matrix q by introducing an auxiliary function xf
which formally satisfies (cf. (3.7))

As /3 i 0, Vixf has a well defined limit, which will be denoted by ^ . A very
important observation is that /?15(xf) 2 —• 0 as f3 j 0 (see Proposition 3.1).
We then define
and introduce the error function
d

z£{x, if) = u£{x, ip) - we(x) +
As we just mentioned, the last term in the error function will go to zero as
e i 0, therefore to prove that \\u£x — w£x\\£ —> 0, it suffices to prove that
\\ze\\e —• 0. One way of doing this is to calculate (z£,{S%£ + \)z£)£ and
show that this expression vanishes. Since 3§£ + A is uniformly elliptic, this
last statement implies \z£\£ —* 0. These will be our plans for Step 1. It is a
standard result that as e I 0, \\w\ - w\\\e —• 0, where w\ satisfies
-^-,

xeRd.

(3.2)

OXi

As a result, in this step we show that for A > 0, \u\—WAIU —• 0, as e j 0. We
call this step the massive homogenization due to the presence of the positive
constant A > 0, which plays the role of a mass. The main reason for adding
this mass (which will be later removed in Step 2) is that we are solving these
PDE's in the whole space and in the presence of such a mass, solutions have
exponentially fast decay at infinity. We remark that the probability measure
is kept massless.
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Step 2. We extend the results of Step 1 to the massless case A = 0. Namely, in this
step we show that for the solutions uex and w\ of (3.1) and (3.2), and any

£' e {l,ldots, d}, we have, as A j 0,

uniformly in e, where u^ and WQ satisfy Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) with A = 0. This
and the result of Step 1 will prove that
^

0,

as e 1 0.

We know from Sect. 1.3 that this last statement implies Theorem A.

3.1. Step 1: Massive homogenization. For x G Z d , define Tx : L2(ii) —> L2(/JL) by
(Txg)(<p) = g(r-x<p\
where (rx(f)(y) = (/?(?/ — x), x,y e 7Ld. The r-invariance of ^ (i.e. the translation
invariance of fi) shows that {Tx}x^d is a family of unitary transformations on L2(/J,).
Since the translation group rXi x € 7Ld is ergodic, the only functions in L2(/x) that
are invariant under the unitary group {Txy x G Z d }, are constant functions. Let
D\i',Dd
denote the generators of this unitary group along the directions e\,..., e^:
d

= (Teig)(<P) -

and let D* be the adjoint of £)*, with respect to ( , ) M , that is ((7, Di
We define the inner product3:

on the Hilbert space ^ ? 1 ( M ) . Corresponding to any (7 € L2(/i), we define a stationary
0by

^(x, ip) d= (r^gfXv) = P(T_ X ^),

x e zd.

r-invariance of ft implies that the expectation of any such function is independent of
x, and we also have
Vi9(x, tp) = Dig(x, ip),

V*g(x, (p) = D*g(x, tp)

for such functions.
Define the Hilbert space ife(Z^,/x) d= £2(Zd; L2(fi)) of square summable functions over 2£g with values in L2(fi), with inner product
3

Note that the norm induced by this inner product is equivalent to the one induced by ( ,
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( u, v )€ d=* E €d ] P u{x, (p)v(x, ip) =

Finally define the Hilbert space H*(Zd, ft) ^' H\(&*\ &&l(p)) of square summable
x
f u n c t i o n s over ZJ? with the inner product:

i=l

y

El

and

„ .,2 def. ,
x
||ti||f |C = ( t i , t i ) i , e .

Fix A > 0 and € € { 1 , . . . ,d}. For simplicity, we shall drop the subscript A in
this section. For / e C£°(Md), let u£(x, ip) e Hl(Zd, /x) be the solution to
(3.3)
for all v e Hl(Zd, /x), where a\(x, <p) = a,i(x/e, <p), x € Z^. By translation invariance,
di(x, (f) = Txai(y?) for some a,i(<p) € ^ ' H M ) anc^ there exists a constant CLQ > 0 such
that
a^1 < ^i(x, </?) < ao, uniformly in x, y?.
(3.4)
Using this, it is a quite straightforward application of the Lax-Milgram theorem to
establish the existence and uniqueness of the solution to this PDE. We further obtain
the following estimate:

\W\\h<cJ f (x) dx,
2

uniformly in e.

(3.5)

The (lattice) homogenized problem is the following. Let H\(7Ld) be the Hilbert space
of all square summable functions u on Z^ with square summable derivatives, with
inner product

(u, v )i,e = ]T^(xM5) + Y! ]£ Vf
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Note that we have used the same notation for the inner product on ifj(Z d ,^) and
E\{JL^) since they agree on the functions which only depend on x. For / € Co°(IRd),
let we € Hle(&*) satisfies
d

Yl *1fV* ^ W V i ^ + A]TV(xM5) = £V(s)V£^),

(3.6)

for all v G if^(Zg). Here we are assuming that g^ is a positive definite symmetric
matrix (see Lemma (3.1)). Existence and uniqueness of the solution again follows
easily from the Lax-Milgram theorem. Furthermore, since / € Co°(IRd), the solution
we goes to zero exponentially fast as |x| —> oo for A > 0.
We would like to show that for suitably defined qijf the solution ue of Eq.(3.3)
approaches as e j 0 to the solution we of Eq.(3.6), in a suitable sense.
Theorem 3.1. For f e C£°(IRd),A > 0, let ue e H\{&d€,\£) be the solution to
Eq.(3.3). Then there is a positive definite constant matrix q^ such that
\\ue(x, cp) - w£(x)\\e - • 0
e

as e [ 0,

l

where w {x) G H (Z*) is the solution ofEq.(3.6).
The first step towards the proof is the construction of qij. To this end, we consider
the following problem. For any constant (3 > 0, let xf € 3@xiv)<> i = 1, • • •, d, be
the solution to
d

f

^

f

f

(3.7)

for all v e S@x(p). Coercivity and boundedness of the corresponding bilinear form
follows easily, which, upon using the Lax-Milgram theorem, implies the existence and
uniqueness of the solution. Moreover one can easily obtain the following estimates.
For all i,j = 1 , . . . ,d,

(b) E(Djxf)2<C9
(c) E(dx?)2<C.
The constants on the RHS's do not depend on /?. Because of estimates (b) and (c),
there is a subsequence /?' | 0 along which
Djxf -+ 1>ji (some limit)
®xXi ~~* &M (some limit)
weakly in L2(/x). Using the estimate (a) we can pass to the limit in Eq.(3.7) along
that subsequence to obtain
DjV, (ijtpji)

= —(Hi,

JDIV)

.

(3.9)

We further notice that the limits in (3.8), are independent of the subsequence. To see
this, assume that we would obtain the limits {£,^/>} and {£f,ip'} as (3 I 0 along the
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subsequences /3 (1) and /3 (2) , respectively. Then, for all v €

3@X(IL\

\ = £ - f and

ip = ip — ij;' satisfy

If we substitute in this equation xf for v, and then pass to the limit once along
and once along /3 (2) , and then subtract the results, we obtain:

Uniqueness, then follows from the above equation and (3.4).
We define
ij + 7pi3;), i, j = 1, • • •, d.

(3.10)

Lemma 3.1. The "effective" diffusion matrix q defined above is a positive definite
symmetric matrix.
Proof. From Eq.(3.9), we have:
d

( Dkv, ak(6ki + xpki) )M = 0.

Substituting v = \j in this equation, and passing to the limit /? ! 0,we obtain
= 0.
Adding ^ i = J2k (^fej , ak(6ki + ^ fci ) )M to both sides,
d

This shows that q is symmetric. Let c = (c\,..., Cd) G Md be a nonzero arbitrary
vector. Multiplying both sides of the above equation by CiCj and summing over i, j ,
we obtain:

d

/

d

d
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On the other hand,

E [ ftfki + Ski)*}2 =E(£tiuaf

+ ]Tc? J

for E(ipki) = 0, which follows from the definition of fai = lim/3jo £>fcxf • Using the
above inequality, (3.11) and (3.4),

Similarly,
d

d

d

So far we have constructed the effective diffusion matrix q and we have shown that
it is a positive definite matrix. The following estimates will play crucial roles:
Proposition 3.1.

(a)

l

i

f

2

(b) U
Proof. Subtracting Eq.(3.9) from Eq.(3.7), and substituting v = xf in the result, we
obtain:

E < ^ x f , oxxf - Ui )M + E (^-xf, <v(^x? - ^,-i) V+/?(xf, xf )M = o.
X

j=l

(3.12)
Put v = xf in Eq. (3.9) to obtain:

Passing to limit /? | 0:

Subtracting the last two equations yields

(3.13)
Finally subtract Eq.(3.13) from (3.12) to obtain:
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d

~

~

J=l

X

/?(Xi ,Xi)fjL = (a>i, DiXi ~ $*)»'
Now pass to limit /? | 0. Proposition follows from (3.4), and the weak convergence
Of iftji.
•
Introduce the error
d
e

£

e

z (x, if) = u (x, (p) — w (x) + e y^ xt (^/e> ^)Vf *tyfi(x),

x G Z^,

(3.14)

where xf (#» ^) = xf (T-xV) satisfies:
( v , £ ( ^ e + l)xf(xM^))£ = (v, -Vrai(x/e,^))e ,

Vt; G //i(Z^,/x).
(3.15)

We shall need the following result:
Lemma 3.2.
(a) \\exf(x/e, ^)Vf*^e||e ^ 0 as e | 0.
Furthermore, there is a constant C > 0, independent ofe, such that
(b)
\\z%<C,

(c) ||Vf^||£ < C.
(a)

= e>E (xf ) 2 E £ ( V r^ e ) 2 - 0,
X

by Proposition 3.1.
(b)

The first term on the RHS is uniformly bounded in e by estimate (3.5). A similar estimate for u bounds the second term and finally the last term is bounded
uniformly by part (a),
(c) We have:

i=i
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The first two terms on the RHS are bounded, uniformly in e. For the third term,
we have:

which is obviously bounded, uniformly in e (see (b) before Eq.(3.8)). The last
term above is bounded by Proposition 3.1. •
We are planning to calculate ( 2 % (S£e + \)ze)£.
calculations, we obtain:

After some straightforward

f(x/e, ^)] Vf *we

(

That the last two terms vanish as e j 0 follows easily from Eq. (3.15), Proposition
3.1 and Lemma 3.2. Therefore we only need to prove

Lemma 33. As e | 0,
d

= M%

Proof. Let / e = /^ + /^, where

a

.

We shall show that Ve, I'J -> 0. I'er-* 0, as e J, 0 since

- D,xf }2 - , 0,
by Proposition 3.1. It remains to show that I'e —• 0. Define
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By definition, E Tjji = 0, and we have

where gji(x, <p) = 9ji(T-xip). Define

where {U(d\)}Xe^d is the family of spectral projections corresponding to the family
of unitary operators {Tx}xeEd:

eiXxU(d\).

Tx= f
G is well defined since

Vd

leiAi - 1I2

and we have

Moreover, since U(d\')U(\)

= U(X) for A € d\', = 0 otherwise, we have (x e %,*):
„ IpiAx/e _ 112

* (x/e,
One can easily show that the integrand is bounded uniformly in e (for x in any
compact set):
le

A

l

< Ad2\x\2

Since
UiAx/e _ 1|2

the dominated convergence theorem implies that
/

i

\\ 2

e2'

h m e £ ( G ^ / £ ^ ) ) -Urn £ )
AG27rS

d

_ ' (t/(dA%, ^ )^.

(3.16)

*

On the other hand, for A € 2nZd, U(\)gji is Tx-invariant:

since e lAx = 1. Ergodicity of T x , then, implies that U(d\)?jji is a constant and we
have
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( UidXygji, Qji ) M = U{d\)gjiE <&«) = 0.
Hence
time2E(Gkji(x/e,cp))

= 0.

(3.17)

Therefore

kk=\
\
d

because of ||V|*z e || e < C and Eq.(3.17). D
Proof (Theorem 3.1). We have shown that
A)z £ ) = 0 ,

e|0

that is,
A ( , )

£

Therefore ||^e||e —* 0 as e | 0. On the other hand, we have already observed that

by Proposition 3.1. These together yield \\u£ — we\\e —> 0.
3.2. Step 2: Removing mass. Theorem 3.1 proves the homogenization for the massive
case, i.e. when A > 0. Since we will need to consider the case A = 0, let us, for
A > 0, call the solutions to Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6), u\ and u\, respectively.
Now consider the following PDE's:

i

aiViUo =

V£ / ,

(3.18)

t=i

«s&

Mi

In Sect. 2.1, we saw that Eq.(3.18) had a unique solution in the space 3?g(Zg, //). The
second PDE (3.19) can be solved in the space &(Rn), the completion of C^°(Md)
with respect to the norm
||2

d r f . ^f 1 9 U W

dx.

Again the Lax-Milgram theorem shows the existence and uniqueness of the solution
in this space.
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Next we will show that
Theorem 3.2. For any function g e C^°(IRn) and any V\ 1 < t! < d, we have:

Urn E I IJ2* [ug(a?, <p) - tio(x)] V|,^(rr) J 1 = 0.
Proof. We break the above expression into three parts and write:
/ (l
where

From Theorem 3.1, it follows that

Therefore we are left with two more terms. We show that uniformly in e,

(a) lim Ai0 /(/i )A (z,v>)) 2 \=0,

For this, we treat d > 2 and d < 2 separately.
(d > 2) In this case, (a) follows from the uniform upper bound that was obtained in
Sect. 2.2.2
§(*, f) - u£x(x, ip)] Vffg(x)

<

e -|j*-j,||

< C

/ / /

dxdydt

2

/Ct

df(x)dg(y)
dx£

where C = C(ao, d) can be chosen independent of e9 and we have used the fact
that exp{£<4<p}l = 1. Since f,g e CQ°, the above integral converges to zero, as
A J, 0, by dominated convergence theorem. This implies (a). Proof of (b) follows
along the same lines.
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(d = 2) Without loss of generality, we can assume that 0 < 0 < <n(x,(p) < 1,
for some constant 0, uniformly in x, (p. This can be achieved by straightforward
algebraic means. Let

Kf

d

= Ve{-\/e2Aip

- Ae + A)"1 Ve*,

where — A£ is the discrete Laplacian on the lattice Zg. We will use the notation
of Appendix A. Using the identity

A£ <*£?'

we can rewrite

We know from Appendix A that both (1 + K$ae) and (1 + aeKf) map t* =
£s(I*e,L2(n)) into itself, uniformly in e (i.e. their operator norms are bounded
independent of e), for s close enough to 2. If we view A\ as an operator form fP
to f\ then we claim that its norm vanishes uniformly in e, as A 1 0, for p and r
less than (but close enough to) 2. Part (a), then, follows from this claim since
\K$ - Ki\p^r

< |1 + KSa'\r-+r • lililp^r ' U + < ^ | p _ p -> 0,

uniformly in e and this implies J^A —• 0 in L2(/x). To prove our claim, we first note
that A\ acts as a convolution. For each fixed x, let A A (x): L2(/x) —> L2(/x) be the
kernel of A\ and put Bex(x) = mA(x)llL2(/x)-^L2(/z)- F r o m the generalized Young
inequality for convolutions, we know that lA^lp-^r is bounded by ||B$||^(zj),
where p, q and r are related through 1/r = \/p + 1/g — 1. So it suffices to prove
that ||-BA||*«(fc2) vanishes uniformly. This can be verified for 1 < q < 2, if we note
that Bx in Fourier space looks like the A/0?2 + A). Therefore

\Al\p^r = IIBJII*^) - 0,

as A | 0

(3.20)

uniformly in e9 for I < q < 2. We remark that we can not take r = p since this
implies q = 1 and (3.20) is not true for q = 1. However, a suitable choice of q,
close enough to 1, allows us to choose r > p, both close enough to 2 and this
completes the proof of part (a).
Since convergence in A of these two terms is uniform in e, we can replace the order
of limits from linuxo liniejo to lim^o liniAio and then the theorem follows from the
above observations. D
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4. Extensions to More General Interactions
In this section, we extend the results of the previous section to the more general class
of interactions with an arbitrary but finite range R. For this, we use a rather different
notation which we now explain.
Let p = (pi,...,pd) G TLd. For a real (or complex) valued function f(x) on Zg,
and i = 1 , . . . ,d, define

Note that V** is the adjoint of V^ with respect to the standard inner product of
e). When e = 1, we shall drop the superscript e. Put

We will consider Hamiltonians of the type:

V ({IWIVprts) : p G
that is, for a fixed x, V is a functional of all possible Vpip(x) for all p G Z+(ii). We
assume that V is at least a C 2 functional with respect to its arguments. Define
<»ef-

Our 'main conditions on the Hamiltonian will be
d
COnStant

for any vector c = (cp)peEd^Ry We also require
|a P <7(z,(?)|<C,

(E-2)

for some positive constant C, uniformly in x and <p (cf. (H-l) and (H-2)).
Any sum over small Greek letters i& understood to run over the whole 2£+(i?)
unless stated otherwise.
Remark 10. Using B-L inequalities and (E-l), one can easily prove the existence of an
infinite volume, translation invariant ergodic massless probability measure (cf. Sect.
1).
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Define

where qpa will be defined shortly. Let
„

def. T_ p - 1

def. T p - 1

n

P

' " IIPII '

"

IIPII *

For any function ^(x, ^>) = Tx]j((p)9 we have
£>p0(z, <p) = V p ^(z, </>),

D*^(ar, tp) =

Then define x£ € ^K' 1 0i), a € Z#(i?) as the unique solution of

We shall work in the same Hilbert spaces as before. The Lax-Milgram theorem can be
applied due to the (E-l) and (E-2). One obtains estimates similar to those following
(3.7), which in turn, prove the existence of the weak limits
xjj

d

* li

One can again show that these convergences take place in L2(/x). We define
qpa = E ^

a

PP' ( V *

+

^PV),

P'

and prove
Lemma 4.1. For q defined above, we have

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we will obtain

Multiplying by caca' and summing over indices, we obtain
A

P » apP'Ap/ ) M

1

aa

1

pp

where Ap = ^2a ca(6pa + ^ a ) . Hypothesis (E-l) then gives the lower bound

On the other hand, since 25 ^p<7 = 0, this last expression dominates 6 Y^i ^ •

(4.2)
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It is important to understand that this lemma implies the ellipticity of the limiting
continuum operator. Let
dx
be the continuum gradient. Then as e | 0, we have

hence

where
def.
pp>

Ellipticity of q is exactly equivalent to the above lemma. The error ze now takes the
form

where it6 and w£ satisfy

f (^? e + A)ue(a:,v) = VJ/(x),
I < £ „ 9p<rV^*V^ + X)w£(x) = VJ
The rest of proof goes through with obvious modifications and we will not repeat
them here.
A. IP Estimates
In this appendix, we state some tP estimates on the solutions of the PDE's which
were studied in previous sections. We start with some definitions and notations.
For a functional tt(x, <p), let us define its £p norm, p > 1 by

where
H z , 0||2 = < |u(z, ip)\2 > = j \u{x, <p)\2
and define t?(7L2,3@{ii)) as the collection of functions u with \u\p < oo. We denote
the norm of an operator A : t?(TL,3%) - • tr{1,S%) by |A|p_>r. Assume that u G
x d
) . Then we can define its Fourier transform

which is an element of e°°(Zd,S&). If u € £l(Zd,£&) n l\7Ld,3%\ then S e
d
\ with H2 = |S|2.
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be the collection of all bounded linear maps on 3V?(p) and denote
the norm of an operator T G & by ||T||. Assume u(x) takes values in 3% and
takes values in &(3@(ii)). Then

™'
whenever defined, takes values in 3^{p). We have
Theorem . Let \3£(x)\

£ f(Zd).

Suppose that

(a) The Fourier transform of 3£ is essentially bounded

(b)

Y,

\\3&(x-y)-3£(x)\\<B,

\\y\\>0.

\\x\\>2\\y\\

For u e Lxi&d, 3%) H ep(Zd, 3&), set

y

Then there exists a constant Apt so that
\\Tv\\p < Ap\\u\\p,

Kp

<oo.

Therefore T can be extended to all of£p by continuity. The constant Ap depends only
on p, B and d.
For a proof, see Chapter 2 of [14]. Let, as before,

We will assume that 0 < 0 < a,i{x, <p) < 1. Therefore, we can write 5S = «^o+V*6V,
where
^ o ^ ' -Ap

- A*,

and \bi\

<l-9.

As a corollary of the above theorem, we have:
Corollary A.l. For any p, 1 < p < oo, D° ™' VS?^lV*
itself

maps {l?(Zd,3&))d

into

The following proposition shows that for p close enough to 2, the same conclusion
1
is true for
Proposition A.L Let 0 < 6 < a,i(x, p) < 1, f e CJ°(Md). Then there exists a
p = p{0) > 2 such that Vu E F ( Z d , 3%\ where u satisfies

for any given compactly supported f.
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Proof, We can rewrite (A.I) as
^

^

(A.2)

Since the RHS is in £?(Zd, 3%\ for any p, it suffices to show the existence of a p > 2
such that
\\D°b\\«P)d

< 1.

Since |6| < 1 — 0, it suffices to show that g(p) =' ||Z}°||(#>)d, which takes the value 1
at p = 2, remains close enough to 1 as p remains close to 2. This can be easily seen
using the Riesz-Thorin interpolation. D
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